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ABSTRACT: Although 2′-deoxy-2′-α-F-2′-β-C-methyl (2′-F/Me)
uridine nucleoside derivatives are a successful class of antiviral
drugs, this modification had not been studied in oligonucleotides.
Herein, we demonstrate the facile synthesis of 2′-F/Me-modified
pyrimidine phosphoramidites and their subsequent incorporation
into oligonucleotides. Despite the C3′-endo preorganization of the
parent nucleoside, a single incorporation into RNA or DNA
resulted in significant thermal destabilization of a duplex due to
unfavorable enthalpy, likely resulting from steric effects. When
located at the terminus of an oligonucleotide, the 2′-F/Me
modification imparted more resistance to degradation than the
corresponding 2′-fluoro nucleotides. Small interfering RNAs
(siRNAs) modified at certain positions with 2′-F/Me had similar
or better silencing activity than the parent siRNAs when delivered via a lipid nanoparticle formulation or as a triantennary N-
acetylgalactosamine conjugate in cells and in mice. Modification in the seed region of the antisense strand at position 6 or 7 resulted
in an activity equivalent to the parent in mice. Additionally, placement of the antisense strand at position 7 mitigated seed-based off-
target effects in cell-based assays. When the 2′-F/Me modification was combined with 5′-vinyl phosphonate, both E and Z isomers
had silencing activity comparable to the parent. In combination with other 2′-modifications such as 2′-O-methyl, the Z isomer is
detrimental to silencing activity. Presumably, the equivalence of 5′-vinyl phosphonate isomers in the context of 2′-F/Me is driven by
the steric and conformational features of the C-methyl-containing sugar ring. These data indicate that 2′-F/Me nucleotides are
promising tools for nucleic acid-based therapeutic applications to increase potency, duration, and safety.

■ INTRODUCTION
RNA interference (RNAi) is a post-transcriptional pathway for
gene regulation mediated by small interfering RNAs
(siRNAs).1−3 siRNAs, loaded onto Argonaute 2 (Ago2), the
catalytic component of the RNA-induced silencing complex
(RISC), target complementary mRNAs for degradation,
thereby reducing the expression of the encoded protein.4

Synthetic siRNAs are powerful tools for fundamental research
and are used clinically for the treatment of multiple diseases
including hereditary transthyretin-mediated amyloidosis, acute
hepatic porphyrias, primary hyperoxaluria type 1, and
heterozygous familial hypercholesterolemia.5−19 For liver-
specific delivery, siRNAs are formulated in lipid nanoparticles
(LNPs)13 or conjugated with a triantennary N-acetylgalactos-
amine (GalNAc) ligand, which results in hepatocyte-specific
uptake via the asialoglycoprotein receptor.20 Clinically used
siRNAs are also chemically modified to improve potency,
increase metabolic stability, avoid immune responses, and

mitigate off-target effects.21−23 Ribose modifications currently
used in clinically approved siRNAs are 2′-deoxy, 2′-fluoro (2′-
F), and 2′-O-methyl (2′-OMe). These modifications provide
sufficient specificity and metabolic stability when combined
with phosphorothioate (PS) linkages at 5′ and 3′ termini to
result in excellent safety and efficacy profiles in patients.
The chemical modifications 2′-F and 2′-OMe are pre-

organized into an RNA-like C3′-endo conformation, resulting
in enhanced binding to RNA, favorable binding to Ago2, and
increased resistance toward nuclease degradation relative to
siRNAs with the parent ribonucleotide.24,25 We reasoned that
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other nucleosides preorganized into the C3′-endo conforma-
tion might be used to optimize siRNA activity. The C3′-endo
conformation is favored upon alkylation of the sugar as in 2′-
deoxy-2′-α-C-methyl thymidine.26−28 In the 2′-C-methyl-
uridine nucleoside, the 2′-C-methyl substituent adopts a
pseudoequatorial conformation due to steric interactions, the
C2′−OH group has a stabilizing O4′−O2′ gauche effect, the
C-5′ side chain is pseudoequatorial, and the base is
pseudoaxial, satisfying the weak anomeric effect.12,29 Sugar-
alkylated nucleosides have been developed for use as antiviral
agents against the hepatitis C virus (HCV).25,30−32 Sofosbuvir,
the first ribonucleotide analogue inhibitor to receive FDA
approval for treatment of HCV,33−38 is a prodrug of 2′-deoxy-
2′-α-C-F-2′-β-C-Me (2′-F/Me) uridine triphosphate (Figure
1). The 2′-F/Me uridine triphosphate does not act as a
substrate for human mitochondrial polymerases, likely due to
the steric bulk around the 2′ position.39
The C3′-endo sugar conformation of 2′-F/Me nucleotide,

lack of mitochondrial toxicity, and metabolic stability render it
an interesting modification for RNAi applications. The lack of
mitochondrial toxicity is particularly important for any
chemical modification used for therapeutic oligonucleotides
to avoid potential safety risks arising from nucleotide
metabolites.40 In RNAi, a nonhydrolyzable, metabolically
stable 5′ phosphate mimic such as (E)-vinyl phosphonate
(VP) at the 5′ terminus of the antisense strand enables
selective recognition of this strand over the sense strand by the
MID domain of Ago2, resulting in improved potency.22,41−47

Hybridization-based off-target effects can be mitigated by
mechanisms that ensure proper strand selection or through the

judicious incorporation of destabilizing modifications like
glycol nucleic acids (GNA).48−56

Herein, we describe the synthesis of 2′-F/Me-pyrimidine
phosphoramidites and the effects of this modification on
duplex thermal stability, resistance toward exonuclease
degradation, and on- and off-target activity of siRNAs. Our
observations were rationalized using molecular modeling of
appropriate nucleic acid−protein interactions. Our findings
indicate that further evaluation of this modification in the
context of RNA-based therapeutics is warranted.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Synthesis of RNA Oligonucleotides Containing 2′-F/

Me-Pyrimidine. The 2′-F/Me-pyrimidine phosphoramidites
(3 and 6) were synthesized from the corresponding
commercially available nucleosides (1 and 4) using standard
nucleoside protection with a 4,4′-dimethoxytrityl group at the
5′ position, a benzoyl group at the exocyclic amine of cytosine
base, and phosphitylation (Scheme 1). The bis-pivaloyloxy-
methyl vinyl phosphonate 7 was synthesized using methods
developed in our laboratories for other nucleosides.22,41−47

The mixture of diastereomers (E/Z ≈ 5/1) was separated into
pure isomers 8 and 9 after the desilylation of the 3′-hydroxy
group. The 3′-hydroxy groups of these nucleoside monomers
were converted to the phosphoramidite forms (Scheme 1; see
the Supporting Information for details). The phosphoramidite
building blocks were site-specifically incorporated into
oligonucleotides using an automated synthesizer. Cleavage
from the solid support and subsequent deprotection of the
synthesized oligonucleotides were performed under standard

Figure 1. Structures of the antiviral HCV drug sofosbuvir and the active metabolite, which inspired the modifications 2′-F/Me uridine (UF/Me) and
cytidine (CF/Me) and the corresponding 5′-VP isomers of UF/Me studied herein.
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conditions using ammonium hydroxide solution. The crude
oligonucleotides were purified by high-performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC) and characterized by liquid
chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS) (Table S1; see
the Supporting Information for details).
Thermodynamic Stabilities of Duplexes Containing

RNA Strands Modified with 2′-F/Me-Pyrimidine Nucleo-
tides. Melting temperatures (Tm) and thermodynamic

parameters of hybridization of 12-mer RNA duplexes
containing a single, centrally located 2′-F or 2′-F/Me
modification were evaluated (Table 1). Duplexes containing
2′-F-modified U or C (UF and CF, respectively) had similar or
slightly increased Tm values compared to the unmodified RNA
duplex (ON3:ON2 and ON5:ON2 vs ON1:ON2). The
incorporation of 2′-F/Me-modified nucleotides (UF/Me and
CF/Me) dramatically reduced the Tm by about 15 °C relative to

Scheme 1. Synthesis of 2′-F/Me-Pyrimidine Building Blocks

aReagents and conditions: (i) DMTrCl/pyridine, room temperature, 16 h, 61%; (ii) 2-cyanoethyl N,N-diisopropylchlorophosphoramidite/DIPEA/
CH2Cl2, room temperature, 16 h, 90%; (iii) Bz2O/N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF), room temperature, 24 h, then DMTrCl/pyridine, room
temperature, 16 h, 74%; (iv) 2-cyanoethyl N,N,N′,N′-tetraisopropylphosphorodiamidite/4,5-dicyanoimidazole/CH2Cl2, room temperature, 16 h,
95%; (v) HCOOH/H2O, 40 °C, 16 h, 8: 60%, 9: 12%; (vi) 2-cyanoethyl N,N,N′,N′-tetraisopropylphosphorodiamidite/5-ethylthio-2H-tetrazole/
CH3CN, room temperature, 2 h, 10: 74%, 11: 75%.
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the unmodified RNA duplex. There seemed to be little
sequence dependence of this destabilization, as it was observed
for both UF/Me:A and CF/Me:G base pairs flanked by G:C or
U:A base pairs in ON4:ON2 and ON6:ON2, respectively.
This pattern of decreased thermal stability was also observed in
the contexts of RNA:DNA and DNA:DNA duplexes, where
even in high-salt phosphate-buffered saline (high-salt PBS; 1.14
M NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 10 mM Na2HPO4, 1.8 mM KH2PO4,
pH 7.4) a clear transition was not apparent (Table S2). In
particular, the shape of the melting curves for duplexes
containing UF/Me and the complementary DNA strand were
quite broad.
The thermodynamic parameters were obtained using the

Van′t Hoff method based on the hyperchromicity of melting
curves (Table 1). The duplexes formed from a modified RNA
strand with a complementary RNA have relatively sharp
transitions (Figure S1), thus supporting the assumption of a
two-state model.57 The changes in the Gibbs free energy of
hybridization closely resemble the trends seen with Tm values
that showed that 2′-F/Me modifications significantly reduced
the thermal stability of the duplex. Both RNA and 2′-F-
modified duplexes were thermodynamically favorable with
ΔG310 values of approximately −60 kJ/mol, whereas those
formed from 2′-F/Me-modified strands were less favorable by
about 20 kJ/mol (compare ON1:ON2 vs ON4:ON2 and
ON6:ON2). The reduced stability of the 2′-F/Me-modified
duplex appears to be due to unfavorable enthalpic contribu-
tions, which are largely compensated by favorable entropic
contributions. Even though UF/Me and CF/Me adopt C3′-endo
sugar puckers, which are preorganized for binding to RNA,

destabilization suggests that other interactions (e.g., base
pairing, stacking) that result in favorable enthalpic contribu-
tions are compromised.
Mismatch Discrimination by RNA Oligonucleotides

Modified with 2′-F/Me-Pyrimidine Nucleotides. Next, the
ability to thermally discriminate a single-base mismatch in a
duplex containing a modified nucleotide was evaluated (Table
2). Duplexes were formed between RNA strands containing
either UF (ON3) or UF/Me (ON4) and a fully complementary
RNA strand, with an RNA strand with a single mismatch with
the uridine derivative (ON7, ON8, or ON9), or with an RNA
strand with a mismatch on the 3′ side of the modified
nucleotide (ON10, ON11, or ON12). We also evaluated
duplexes formed between RNA strands containing either CF
(ON5) or CF/Me (ON6) with ON10, ON11, or ON12,
resulting in mismatches to the 3′ side of the modified
nucleotide, or duplexes formed with ON7, ON8, or ON9,
resulting in mismatches to the 5′ side of the modified
nucleotide. Due to the lower melting temperature caused by
the mismatches, these duplexes were evaluated in a high-salt
buffer, where both canonical RNA duplexes and those
containing a 2′-F nucleotide exhibited similar and excellent
thermal discrimination, regardless of the proximity of the
mismatch to the modification (Table 2).
When UF/Me was located directly opposite of guanosine

(ON4:ON7), the discrimination was increased by approx-
imately 1 °C for the G:U wobble compared to unmodified
RNA (ON4:ON7 vs ON1:ON7). For the other mismatches,
we observed a lower Tm reduction compared to unmodified
RNA. Interestingly, this reduced discrimination was propa-

Table 1. Thermal Denaturation Temperatures and Thermodynamic Parameters of Duplexes with an RNA Strand Containing
2′-F or 2′-F/Me-Pyrimidinea

ON sequence Tm (°C) ΔTm (°C) ΔG310 (kJ/mol) ΔH (kJ/mol) T310ΔS (kJ/mol)

1 5′-r(UACAGUCUAUGU) 54.1 −58 ± 0 −453 ± 6 −395 ± 6
2 3′-r(AUGUCAGAUACA)
3 5′-r(UACAGUFCUAUGU) 53.9 −0.2 −60 ± 0 −449 ± 4 −388 ± 3
2 3′-r(AUGUCAGAUACA)
4 5′-r(UACAGUF/MeCUAUGU) 39.1 −15.0 −38 ± 0 −343 ± 6 −304 ± 6
2 3′-r(AUGUCAGAUACA)
5 5′-r(UACAGUCFUAUGU) 55.1 +1.1 −61 ± 0 −444 ± 3 −383 ± 3
2 3′-r(AUGUCAGAUACA)
6 5′-r(UACAGUCF/MeUAUGU) 38.3 −15.8 −38 ± 1 −347 ± 7 −309 ± 7
2 3′-r(AUGUCAGAUACA)

aThe absorbances of hybridized duplexes (2.5 μM) at 260 nm were determined as a function of temperature in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS;
137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 10 mM Na2HPO4, 1.8 mM KH2PO4, pH 7.4). The Tm was determined as the maximum of the first derivative of the
melting curve. Values are reported as the average of two independent experiments. ΔTm was calculated with respect to the unmodified RNA duplex.
Thermodynamic parameters are an average of six determinations using the Varian Cary Bio-300 built-in software, with a standard deviation
reported.

Table 2. Thermal Denaturation Temperatures of Modified Duplexes Containing a Single Mismatcha

ΔTm (°C)

Tm (°C) 3′-AUGUCBGAUACA 3′-AUGUCABAUACA

modified strand ON2 ON7 G ON8 U ON9 C ON10 C ON11 U ON12 A

ON1 5′-UACAGUCUAUGU 61.6 −1.5 −11.4 −11.9 −21.1 −18.6 −18.5
ON3 5′-UACAGUFCUAUGU 62.2 −2.0 −12.4 −12.9 −21.1 −19.5 −18.9
ON4 5′-UACAGUF/MeCUAUGU 47.1 −2.6 −5.1 −8.0 −16.4 −15.8 −12.7
ON5 5′-UACAGUCFUAUGU 63.1 −2.6 −12.1 −12.0 −21.9 −19.8 −19.7
ON6 5′-UACAGUCF/MeUAUGU 45.2 0.0 −9.9 −13.9 −15.7 −13.3 −13.1

aTm was measured by monitoring the absorbance of hybridized duplexes (2.5 μM) with increasing temperature in high-salt PBS. ΔTm is calculated
with respect to the corresponding fully complementary duplexes.
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gated to the 3′-adjacent base pair (e.g., ON4:ON10,
ON4:ON11, ON4:ON12), suggesting that a local distortion
caused by the modification increases the tolerance for
mismatches nearby. CF/Me reduced the thermal discrimination
of a mismatched nucleobase located directly across from the
modified nucleotide (e.g., ON6:ON10, ON6:ON11,
ON6:ON12) by about 5 °C compared to unmodified RNA.
This loss in thermal discrimination was minimal when the
mismatch was on the 5′ side (e.g., ON6:ON7, ON6:ON8,
ON6:ON9), suggesting that 2′-F/Me-pyrimidines asymmetri-
cally perturb the duplex in the 3′ direction. It is worth noting
that even with reduced mismatch discrimination, the
remarkably low absolute melting temperatures would likely
increase the overall specificity of hybridization at the
biologically relevant temperature of 37 °C.
Exonuclease-Mediated Degradation of Oligonucleo-

tides with 2′-F/Me Modifications. To assess the impact of
2′-F/Me modifications on metabolic stability, terminally
modified poly-dT oligonucleotides were incubated in the
presence of either a 3′- or a 5′-exonuclease. Oligonucleotides

with a full phosphodiester (PO) backbone containing a single
2′-F or 2′-F/Me residue at the terminus or the penultimate
position (ON13 or ON14, respectively) were degraded within
1 h in the presence of 3′ exonuclease snake venom
phosphodiesterase (SVPD; Figure 2). The doubly modified
ON15(UF/Me) and ON15(CF/Me) had t1/2 values of approx-
imately 1 and 2 h, respectively (Table 3). Oligonucleotides
with a single PS linkage at the 3′ end and either UF/Me or CF/Me
were more resistant to SVPD-catalyzed degradation than the
corresponding 2′-F-modified oligonucleotides, and two 2′-F/
Me-pyrimidine nucleotides connected via a PS linkage had an
additional stabilizing effect (Figure 2 and Table 3).
The resistance of 5′-modified oligonucleotides toward 5′-

exonuclease-mediated degradation with phosphodiesterase II
(PDII) was also evaluated (Table 4). For oligonucleotides with
full PO backbones (ON19), UF/Me was slightly more stabilizing
than UF. For cytidine derivatives, the benefit of 2′-F/Me was
striking: Only 25% degradation was observed after 24 h for the
oligonucleotide with a single terminal CF/Me modification,
whereas the oligonucleotide with the terminal CF was

Figure 2. Nuclease degradation profiles of 3′-modified oligonucleotides in the presence of 3′ exonuclease. Plots of full-length oligonucleotide versus
time for (A) ON13 (dT19X-3′), ON14 (dT18XdT), and ON15 (dT18X2), where X is either UMe/F or UF; (B) ON13 (dT19X-3′), ON14
(dT18XdT), and ON15 (dT18X2), where X is either CMe/F or CF; (C) ON16 (dT19•X-3′), ON17 (dT18•X•dT-3′), and ON18 (dT18X•X-3′),
where “•” indicates a PS linkage and X is either UMe/F or UF; and (D) ON16 (dT19•X-3′), ON17 (dT18X•dT-3′), and ON18 (dT18X•X-3′),
where “•” indicates a PS linkage and X is either CMe/F or CF. Oligonucleotides (0.1 mg/mL) were incubated with 150 mU/mL SVPD in 50 mM
Tris, pH 7.2, and 10 mM MgCl2, and the full-length product was monitored via IEX-HPLC.

Table 3. Half-Lives of Oligonucleotides Incubated with 3′ Exonuclease SVPDa

t1/2 in the presence of 3′-exonuclease (h)

X = ON13(X) dT19X ON14(X) dT18XdT ON15(X) dT18XX ON16(X) dT19•X ON17(X) dT18X•dT ON18(X) dT18X•X
UF <0.2 <0.2 <0.2 79 10 29
UF/Me 0.2 0.2 0.9 3.2 no deg. 27
CF <0.2 <0.2 <0.2 19 12 24
CF/Me 0.6 <0.2 2.0 1.6 31 15

aHalf-lives were determined by plotting the percent full-length oligonucleotide vs time and fitting to the exponential decay function. For
experimental conditions, see Figure 2. PS linkage, •; no deg., no degradation observed within 24 h.
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completely degraded within 1 h (ON19(CF/Me) vs ON19(CF);
Figure 3). The addition of a terminal PS linkage (ON21)
completely stabilized oligonucleotides modified with either
CF/Me or CF against degradation, which could reflect a
substrate preference of this particular enzyme, as previously
noted.58 In summary, UF/Me and CF/Me provide better 5′-
exonuclease protection than UF and CF.
In Vitro RNAi Activity of siRNAs Modified with 2-F/Me

Nucleotides. The gene silencing activities of siRNAs with 2′-
F/Me modifications targeting three different mRNAs, Ttr,
Pten, and F7, were evaluated in cell culture. Modified siRNAs
targeting Ttr mRNA queried the effect of the 2′-F/Me
modification at the 3′ and 5′ termini of the antisense strand
(Table 5 and Figure 4A). Evidence indicates that 5′
phosphorylation of the antisense strand is required for efficient

loading of siRNA into RISC and subsequent cleavage of target
mRNA by Ago2.43,45 Modification near the 5′ terminus can
impede phosphorylation,59 so an siRNA with a 2′-F/Me
modification at position 1 of the antisense strand was evaluated
with either a preinstalled 5′ phosphate group or a 5′-OH
(Table 5 and Figure 4A). The efficacy of the parent siRNA,
which was modified with 2′-OMe, did not depend on the
presence of a phosphate group (compare si1 vs si2).
Modification at position 1 with UF/Me in the absence of a
preinstalled phosphate (si3) resulted in reduced activity, which
was largely recovered when the strand was modified with a 5′
phosphate (si4) or with 5′-(E)-VP (si5). Surprisingly, 5′-(Z)-
VP (si6) also enchanced RNAi activity to a greater degree than
previously observed.43 Single or double incorporation of UF/Me
was well tolerated at the 3′ terminus of the antisense strand,
with similar activity as the parent (compare si7 and si8 vs si2).
Tolerance for modification in the seed region was evaluated

for siRNA targeting Pten with single incorporation at position 6
or 7 or incorporation at both positions (si10, si11, and si12,
respectively, Table 5 and Figure 4B). Modification at position
6 was well tolerated. si10 had activity similar to that of the
parent siRNA (si9). Modification at position 7 reduced the
IC50 to 280 pM, a considerable reduction relative to the 13 pM
IC50 of the parent. This could be due to the unique structural
requirements of Ago2 in this region that necessitates a kink in
the siRNA structure.60 When positions 6 and 7 were modified
simultaneously, there was a considerable loss of potency (IC50
of 2800 pM).
The siRNA targeting F7 has several positions that can be

modified with 2′-F/Me-pyrimidine nucleotides (Table 5 and

Table 4. Half-Lives of Modified Oligonucleotides Incubated
with 5′-Exonuclease PD IIa

t1/2 in the presence of 5′-exonuclease (h)

X =

(X)
ON19
XdT19

(X)
ON20
dTXdT18

(X)
ON21
XXdT18

(X)
ON22
X•dT19

(X)ON23
dT•XdT18

(X)
ON24
X•XdT18

UF <0.2 <0.2 <0.2 32 17 43
UF/Me 0.9 0.6 1.8 no deg. 50 no deg.
CF <0.2 n.d. 0.3 no deg. n.d. 5.8
CF/Me 55 n.d. 260 no deg. n.d. no deg.

aHalf-lives (t1/2) were determined by plotting the percent full-length
oligonucleotide vs time and fitting to the exponential decay function.
For experimental conditions, see Figure 3. n.d., not determined; no
deg., no degradation observed within 24 h.

Figure 3. Degradation profiles of 5′-modified oligonucleotides in the presence of 5′-exonuclease. Plots of full-length oligonucleotide versus time for
(A) ON19 (5′-XdT19), ON20 (5′-dTXdT18), and ON21 (5′-X2dT18), where X is either UMe/F or UF; (B) ON19 (5′-XdT19) and ON21 (5′-
X2dT18), where X is either CMe/F or CF; (C) ON22 (5′-X•dT19), ON23 (5′-dT•XdT18), and ON24 (5′-X•XdT18), where “•” indicates a PS
linkage and X is either UMe/F or UF; and (D) ON22 (5′-X•dT19), ON23 (5′-dT•XdT18), and ON24 (5′-X•XdT18), where “•” indicates a PS
linkage and X is either CMe/F or CF. Oligonucleotides (0.1 mg/mL) were incubated with PD II (500 mU/mL) in 50 mM sodium acetate buffer (pH
6.5) with 10 mM MgCl2 and monitored via IEX-HPLC.
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Figure 4C). The siRNA containing a preinstalled 5′ phosphate
on the antisense strand had slightly improved activity
compared to the parent construct (compare si14 to si13).
Similarly, the siRNA with UF/Me at position 1 of the antisense
strand with a preinstalled 5′ phosphate had higher potency
than the siRNA with this modification and a 5′-OH (compare
si16 to si15). This suggests that the 2′-F/Me modification at
position 1 of the antisense strand is tolerated by RISC, but
there is some impairment of endogenous phosphorylation.
Modification at position 7 of the antisense strand of the siRNA
targeting F7 had considerably lower activity than the parent
(compare si17 to si13). Potency was, however, increased by
modification of position 7 in the siRNA targeting Ttr (si19 to
si20). In general, single 2′-F/Me-pyrimidine nucleotides in the

seed region, modification of the 3′ overhang, and position 1 of
the antisense in conjugation with VP were well tolerated,
although the effects appear to be sequence-dependent.
Off-Target Effects of siRNAs Modified with 2′-F/Me.

Seed-mediated off-target activity contributes to the hepatox-
icity of siRNAs in rats, and one way to mitigate this
hybridization-based effect is to incorporate thermally destabi-
lizing nucleotides such as GNA in the seed region.48 To be
effective, such thermally destabilizing modifications must
maintain on-target activity while reducing off-target activ-
ity.49−56 We measured the effect of 2′-F/Me on off-target
activity using a luciferase reporter assay where four tandem
seed matches to the siRNA are present in the luciferase 3′-
untranslated region (3′UTR).53,65,66 The siRNAs used in this

Table 5. In Vitro Potency of GalNAc-Conjugated siRNAs With and Without 2′-F/Me Modificationsa

siRNA target strand sequence (5′ → 3′) IC50 (pM)
b

si1 Ttr S AF•a•CFaGFuGFuUFCFUFuGFcUFcUFaUFaAF* 11 ± 4
AS u•UF•aUFaGFaGFcAFagaAFcAFcUFgUFu•u•u

si2 Ttr S AF•a•CFaGFuGFuUFCFUFuGFcUFcUFaUFaAF* 7 ± 3
AS Pu•UF•aUFaGFaGFcAFagaAFcAFcUFgUFu•u•u

si3 Ttr S AF•a•CFaGFuGFuUFCFUFuGFcUFcUFaUFaAF* 33 ± 17
AS UF/Me•UF•aUFaGFaGFcAFagaAFcAFcUFgUFu•u•u

si4 Ttr S AF•a•CFaGFuGFuUFCFUFuGFcUFcUFaUFaAF* 8 ± 8
AS PUF/Me•UF•aUFaGFaGFcAFagaAFcAFcUFgUFu•u•u

si5 Ttr S AF•a•CFaGFuGFuUFCFUFuGFcUFcUFaUFaAF* 2 ± 1
AS VP-UF/Me•UF•aUFaGFaGFcAFagaAFcAFcUFgUFu•u•u

si6 Ttr S AF•a•CFaGFuGFuUFCFUFuGFcUFcUFaUFaAF* 11 ± 4
AS zVP-UF/Me•UF•aUFaGFaGFcAFagaAFcAFcUFgUFu•u•u

si7 Ttr S AF•a•CFaGFuGFuUFCFUFuGFcUFcUFaUFaAF* 6 ± 4
AS Pu•UF•aUFaGFaGFcAFagaAFcAFcUFgUFu•UF/Me•u

si8 Ttr S AF•a•CFaGFuGFuUFCFUFuGFcUFcUFaUFaAF* 12 ± 5
AS Pu•UF•aUFaGFaGFcAFagaAFcAFcUFgUFu•UF/Me•UF/Me

si9 Pten S AF•a•GFaUFgAFuGFUFUFuGFaAFaCFuAFuUF* 13 ± 3
AS Pa•AF•uAFgUFuUFcAFaacAFuCFaUFcUFu•g•u

si10 Pten S AF•a•GFaUFgAFuGFUFUFuGFaAFaCFuAFuUF* 35 ± 16
AS Pa•AF•uAFgUF/MeuUFcAFaacAFuCFaUFcUFu•g•u

si11 Pten S AF•a•GFaUFgAFuGFUFUFuGFaAFaCFuAFuUF* 280 ± 110
AS Pa•AF•uAFgUFUF/MeUFcAFaacAFuCFaUFcUFu•g•u

si12 Pten S AF•a•GFaUFgAFuGFUFUFuGFaAFaCFuAFuUF* 2800 ± 1000
AS Pa•AF•uAFgUF/MeUF/MeUFcAFaacAFuCFaUFcUFu•g•u

si13 F7 S CF•a•GFgAFuCFaUFCFUFcAFaGFuCFuUFaAF* 9 ± 16
AS u•UF•aAFgAFcUFuGFagaUFgAFuCFcUFg•g•c

si14 F7 S CF•a•GFgAFuCFaUFCFUFcAFaGFuCFuUFaAF* 0.2 ± 0.4
AS Pu•UF•aAFgAFcUFuGFagaUFgAFuCFcUFg•g•c

si15 F7 S CF•a•GFgAFuCFaUFCFUFcAFaGFuCFuUFaAF* 52 ± 24
AS UF/Me•UF•aAFgAFcUFuGFagaUFgAFuCFcUFg•g•c

si16 F7 S CF•a•GFgAFuCFaUFCFUFcAFaGFuCFuUFaAF* 10 ± 9
AS PUF/Me•UF•aAFgAFcUFuGFagaUFgAFuCFcUFg•g•c

si17 F7 S CF•a•GFgAFuCFaUFCFUFcAFaGFuCFuUFaAF* 170 ± 65
AS Pu•UF•aAFgAFCF/MeUFuGFagaUFgAFuCFcUFg•g•c

si18 F7 S CF/Me•a•GFgAFuCFaUFCFUFcAFaGFuCFuUFaAF* 6 ± 4
AS Pu•UF•aAFgAFcUFuGFagaUFgAFuCFcUFg•g•c

si19 Ttr S a•g•uguuCFuUFGFCFucuauaaaca* 112
AS u•GF•uuuauagagcaAFgAFacacu•g•u

si20 Ttr S a•g•uguuCFuUFGFCFucuauaaaca* 60
AS u•GF•uuuaUF/MeagagcaAFgAFacacu•g•u

aIn vitro potency of fully 2′-modified siRNA targeting indicated mRNAs. Primary mouse hepatocytes were transfected with 10 nM siRNA and 6-
fold serial dilutions for Ttr of 100 nM siRNA and 5-fold serial dilutions for Pten and F7. Target mRNA was quantified using reverse transcription-
quantitative polymerase chain reaction (RT-qPCR) after 24 h. For fitted dose-response curves, see Figures S2−S4. 2′-F and 2′-OMe nucleotides
are represented as UF or u, respectively. PS linkage is indicated by “•”, 5′-(E)-vinyl phosphonate by VP, 5′-(Z)-vinyl phosphonate by zVP, and the
triantennary GalNAc ligand by an asterisk. bWhen given, errors are standard deviations from the mean. Activities of si19 and si20 were determined
in a dual-luciferase assay; therefore, a standard error cannot be given. For experimental conditions, see Figure 5.
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assay were designed to target Ttr: si19 is the parent, and si20
is modified with 2′-F/Me at position 7 of the antisense strand.
The on-target activity of siRNA with 2′-F/Me in the seed
region was similar to the activity of the parent in the luciferase
assay for this siRNA sequence. In the assay with endogenous
mRNA, the activity of the 2′-F/Me-modified siRNA was
approximately two-fold higher (Figure 5). In the reporter
assay, the parent siRNA had considerably more off-target
activity than si20 (Figure 5A,B).
To further evaluate the impact of 2′-F/Me on off-target

activity, we used RNA sequencing to measure the level of
transcriptional dysregulation upon siRNA treatment as
previously described.64 Transfection of the parent siRNA
targeting Ttr (si19) at 50 nM concentration into primary rat
hepatocytes resulted in strong up- and downregulation of
hundreds of transcripts at 48 h, many of which contained a
canonical seed match (Figure 5C). Consistent with the
luciferase reporter assay, incorporation of 2′-F/Me at position
7 (si20) in the seed region of the antisense strand resulted in
considerably less transcriptional dysregulation than observed
with the parent siRNA (Figure 5D). These results suggest that
the 2′-F/Me modification can mitigate off-target activity in a
manner similar to GNA.68

In Vivo Activity of 2′-F/Me-Modified siRNA. Encour-
aged by the in vitro activity of 2′-F/Me-modified siRNAs, we
evaluated these siRNAs in mice using two different delivery
platforms. First, siRNAs targeting F7 consisting of a 21-mer
RNA duplex with two thymidine overhangs and terminal PS
linkages were formulated in LNPs optimized for hepatic
delivery.67 Mice (C57BL/6) were dosed with siRNA at either
0.01 or 0.03 mg/kg, and at 48 h after administration, the serum
F7 levels were quantified. The parent duplex si21 had an ED80,
the dose that reduces target protein by 80%, of 3 mg/kg as did
the siRNA with a single 2′-F/Me modification at position 2 of
the antisense strand (si22). The siRNAs with multiple 2′-F/
Me modifications (si23, si24, and si25) had dramatically
reduced potencies compared to the parent (Figure 6A). These
data confirm our in vitro observations that the effects of a
single modification are position-dependent and that multiple
modifications are not tolerated.
To further assess the positional dependence, we analyzed

F7-targeting siRNAs conjugated to GalNAc, which can be
administered subcutaneously. These siRNAs are 21:23-mer
asymmetric duplexes comprising of 2′-OMe and 2′-F
nucleotides with terminal PS linkages and a 3′-conjugated
GalNAc ligand on the sense strand.20 siRNAs with 2′-F/Me
nucleotides at various positions were evaluated in mice (Figure

Figure 4. In vitro potencies of fully 2′-modified siRNA targeting (A) Ttr, (B) Pten, and (C) F7. For experimental conditions, see Table 5. The 2′-F
and 2′-OMe nucleotides are represented as green or black circles, respectively. A yellow bar represents a PS linkage, VP is 5′-(E)-vinyl
phosphonate, and zVP is 5′-(Z)-vinyl phosphonate. TriGalNAc is triantennary GalNAc. Error bars show standard deviations from the mean.
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6B). Treatment with the parent siRNA (si26) at a dose of 1
mg/kg resulted in a 60% reduction in circulating F7 protein,
when assayed 10 days after administration. The siRNA with a
2′-F/Me at position 20 of the antisense strand (si27) had
activity similar to that of the parent. However, when two 2′-F/
Me nucleotides were incorporated at positions 18 and 20 of
the antisense strand (si28), there was only a 40% reduction in
F7 when dosed at 3 mg/kg, and the siRNA with three 2′-F/Me

modifications in the antisense strand was even less potent
(si29). Multiple 2′-F/Me modifications were not well tolerated
on the sense strand; si30 with three modifications at positions
9−11 had lower activity compared to the parent. The optimal
activity requires sense strand cleavage in this region,43,45,47 and
this cleavage is likely inhibited by the consecutive placement of
2′-F/Me in these positions due to the increased resistance to
nuclease-mediated degradation.

Figure 5. Seed-mediated off-target activity is mitigated by the incorporation of 2′-F/Me at position 7 of the antisense strand. (A) On- and off-target
effects were evaluated in a dual-luciferase reporter assay. Luciferase reporter plasmids were cotransfected with indicated siRNAs into COS-7 cells.
The cells were harvested for 48 h, and luciferase activity was assayed. Percent target remaining was calculated by dividing the ratio of Renilla to
firefly luciferase signal at each siRNA concentration by the ratio in the absence of siRNA. (B) On- and off-target IC50 and maximum repression
values were calculated based on the luciferase assay data. (C and D) Effects of 50 nM of (C) parent siRNA (si19) and (D) modified siRNA (si20)
on on- and off-target gene expression in primary rat hepatocytes. At 48 h after transfection, total RNA was isolated and RNA-seq analysis was
performed using standard bioinformatics tools.61−63 Left: MA plots of log2 fold change (siRNA treatment/mock-transfection control) vs abundance
(average counts) of individual genes. Black [S] and gray [NS] dots represent genes not differentially expressed after siRNA treatment relative to the
control. Blue [S] and red [NS] dots represent differentially expressed genes (false discovery rate < 0.05). [S: with a canonical seed match (8mer,
7mer-A1, 7mer-m8)64 in the gene 3′UTR, NS: without a 3′UTR seed match]. On-target knockdown of Ttr is indicated by the circled dot. Right:
Cumulative distribution plots, which visualize the fraction of genes below a given log2 fold change, show the magnitude of dysregulation for gene
sets in different canonical 3′UTR seed match categories relative to the background (black, NS) for the parent siRNA si19 in panel (C) vs the
modified siRNA si20 in panel (D).
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To further understand the impact of modifying position 1 of
the antisense strand, which interacts with the MID domain of

Ago2 after 5′ phosphorylation in the cell, in vivo potency of
Ttr-targeted siRNAs modified at this position was assessed in

Figure 6. Impact of 2′-F/Me modifications on in vivo activity. (A and B) C57BL/6 mice (n = 3) received a single dose of either 1 mg/kg (black) or
3 mg/kg (pink) of (A) F7-targeted siRNA (si21, si22, si23, si24, or si25) as an LNP formulation intravenously or (B) F7-targeted GalNAc-
conjugated siRNA (si26, si27, si28, si29, or si30) subcutaneously. Control animals received PBS (gray). Serum F7 protein levels were measured at
parent nadir: 48 h for LNP formulations and 10 days for GalNAc conjugates. (C and D) C57BL/6 mice (n = 3) received a single dose of 1 mg/kg
of Ttr-targeting siRNA with (C) terminal 2′-F/Me modifications (si1, si3, si5, or si6) or (D) internal 2′-F/Me modifications (si19 or si20), and
serum protein levels were monitored until day 28. In ball diagrams of oligonucleotides, 2′-F, 2′-OMe, 2′-F/Me, deoxyribonucleotides, and
ribonucleotides are represented as green, black, blue, pink, and red circles, respectively. A yellow bar represents a PS linkage. Data points were
normalized to predose F7 or TTR levels, and values are group means ± standard deviation (SD).
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mice up to day 28 after 1 mg/kg subcutaneous administration
(Figure 6C). As expected, the siRNA with 2′-F/Me at position
1 (si3) was less active than the parent, possibly because it does
not serve as a kinase substrate. In support of this hypothesis,
the siRNA with (E)-VP (si5) had slightly improved potency

relative to the parent si1. (Z)-VP (si6) had slightly reduced
activity. Thus, a 5′-modification with (E)-VP and 2′-F/Me at
position 1 of the antisense siRNA in combination with other
optimized modifications results in an siRNA with in vivo
efficacy comparable to (or slightly better than) the parent

Figure 7. (A) Model illustrating steric clashes as a consequence of the introduction of a 2′-β-C-methyl group on a single nucleotide in a 2′-F-
modified RNA A-form duplex (PDB ID 3P4A).72 (B) Relaxed model after molecular mechanics minimization. This structure lacks clashes between
the methyl group and its nearest neighbors, but stacking is lost between uridines. Methyl carbon and hydrogen atoms are colored in yellow and
white, respectively, and fluorine atoms are light green. Short contacts are indicated with arrows. Watson−Crick hydrogen bonds and additional
selected distances are shown with thin solid lines, and backbone torsion angle ranges are depicted on the left in panel (A).

Figure 8.Modeled conformations of 2′-F/Me nucleotides at positions (A) 1, (B) 2, (C) 6, and (D) 7 of the antisense strand incorporated into the
siRNA antisense strand bound to human Ago2. Methyl carbon and hydrogen atoms are colored in yellow and white, respectively, and fluorine
atoms are light green. Short contacts are indicated with arrows. The initial conformation of the antisense strand as seen in the crystal structure of
the human Ago2:miR−20a complex (PDB ID 4F3T)60 is shown with thin black lines. A potentially favorable contact is indicated by a dashed line
in panel (D).
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(si1). Interestingly, the siRNA modified with both 2′-F/Me
and (Z)-VP (si6) had silencing activity only slightly less than
the parent (si1). This is the first observation of the in vivo
silencing activity of a (Z)-VP-modified siRNA.41−47 This
suggests that the steric impact of 2′-F/Me at position 1 may
result in a more favorable conformation than when the (Z)-VP
is used in conjunction with a 2′-OMe or a 2′-F substituent.
Next, we compared the in vivo activity of a Ttr-targeted

siRNA, si19, which has off-target effects as demonstrated by
previous transcriptome analyses,48,68 to that of the siRNA
modified at position 7 in the seed region of the antisense
strand with 2′-F/Me (si20). The pharmacodynamic profile of
the 2′-F/Me-modified siRNA indicated that efficacy was
improved relative to the parent siRNA (Figure 6D). Thus,
modification with 2′-F/Me may be a promising approach for
improving the therapeutic index of siRNAs as this modification
in the seed region can mitigate off-target gene silencing as
shown in cell-based assays without adversely impacting
potency.
Structural Consequences of 2′-F/Me in siRNA.

Crystal structures of β-D-2′-deoxy-2′-α-fluoro-2′-β-C-methyl-
cytidine69 and the corresponding uridine nucleotide prodrug
PSI‑797770 revealed that the modified sugar adopts a C3′-endo
pucker. In an A-form RNA oligonucleotide with standard
sc-/ap/sc+/sc+/ap/sc- backbone torsion angles (α to ζ) and
riboses in the C3′-endo conformation, the pseudoequatorial
orientation of the 2′-β-C-methyl group results in short contacts
to base, sugar, and phosphate atoms of the 3′-adjacent
nucleotide (Figure 7A). Some of these barely exceed the van
der Waals radius of a methyl group (2 Å), which likely explains
the observed destabilizations of RNA duplexes with 2′-F/Me U
or C on one strand (Table 1). Avoiding these short contacts
requires conformational changes that probably entail adjust-
ments in the backbone and glycosidic torsion angles that result
in local base unstacking. Indeed, energy minimization of the
model duplex containing a 2′-F/Me residue using a standard
molecular mechanics approach (Amber 14ff, UCSF Chi-
mera)71 resulted in close distances between the methyl
group and atoms from the 3′-adjacent nucleotide. Avoiding
these internucleotide steric conflicts resulted in a loss of
stacking between the uracil bases (Figure 7B). Further, these
changes were accompanied by a stretching of the sugar-
phosphate backbone, manifested in an increased intrastrand
phosphate-phosphate distance from 5.7 Å in the native duplex

to 6.6 Å in the duplex with a modified residue (Figure 7B).
The altered spacing between phosphates and associated
differences in the local electrostatic surface potential probably
contribute to the improved resistance to nuclease degradation
afforded by 2′-F/Me relative to 2′-F nucleotides (Tables 3 and
4).
To gain a better understanding of the structural origins of

the observed activities of siRNAs with 2′-F/Me nucleotides
incorporated at position 1, 2, or 6 in the antisense strand, we
turned to the crystal structure of human Ago2 in complex with
miR-20a (PDB ID 4F3T).60 The modified nucleotide is
tolerated quite well at positions 1 and 6 but results in a marked
loss in activity at position 2 (Figure 4). At the 5′-terminal
position of the antisense strand, the phosphate group and base
are held tightly in place by multiple interactions including salt
bridges involving the phosphate group (Figure 8A). The ribose
of the nucleotide at position 1 of the antisense strand adopts a
C2′-endo B-DNA-like pucker, the antisense strand makes a
sharp turn between positions 1 and 2, and the tight grip of the
protein continues at positions 2 and 3. We used UCSF
Chimera to add the methyl group in the 2′-β-C orientation to
sugars at positions 1, 2, 6, and 7 and replaced the native 2′-
hydroxyl group with fluorine. The modified complex was then
relaxed using molecular mechanics (Amber 14ff) as imple-
mented in UCSF Chimera.71 Because of multiple interactions
between protein and each nucleotide in the complex, the
computational approach used does not result in significant
movements of atoms triggered by short contacts arising from
the additional methyl group.
At position 1, the pseudoaxial orientation of the 2′-β-C-

methyl group leads to two relatively tight intranucleoside 1···5
contacts to C5′ and N1 (3.5 and 3.1 Å, respectively) in the
refined model (Figure 8A). Unless the sugar is flipped into a
different pucker, these are difficult to avoid. However, the mold
provided by Ago2 likely precludes substantial conformational
changes. There are no other conflicts as a consequence of the
additional methyl group, and we conclude that a 2′-F/Me-
modified nucleotide at position 1 of the antisense strand is
quite well accommodated by the Ago2 binding site, consistent
with the high activity of siRNA with this modification (Figure
4). Conversely, the incorporation of a modified nucleotide at
position 2 results in clashes between the methyl group and
atoms of the base, sugar, and phosphate moieties from the 3′-
adjacent nucleotide (Figure 8B). Expansion of the sugar-

Figure 9. Models of RNA strands with VP-2′-F/Me-modified nucleotides at position 1 bound to the human Ago2 MID domain. (A) Model with
(E)-VP with the C2′-endo sugar conformation; carbon atoms colored in purple. (B) Model with (Z)-VP with the O4′-endo sugar conformation;
carbon atoms colored in light blue. (C) Overlay of the (E)-VP and (Z)-VP nucleotide regions. The distance between the two phosphorus atoms
(1.85 Å) is indicated with a double arrow. VP moieties, 2′-F (light green) and 2′-Me carbon (yellow) of 2′-F/Me are highlighted in ball-and-stick
mode, salt bridges and hydrogen bonds are drawn with thin solid lines, and selected Ago2 side chains are labeled.
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phosphate backbone between positions 2 and 3 interferes with
binding by Ago2, thus providing a structural rationalization for
why the 2′-F/Me nucleotide is poorly tolerated at position 2 of
the antisense strand. Finally, a strong kink between positions 6
and 7, as seen in the crystal structure of the Ago2 complex,60

provides generous space for the accommodation of a 2′-F/Me-
modified nucleotide at position 6. A somewhat short contact in
the initially built model between the methyl group and the C8-
H position of the guanidine at position 7 is mitigated by a
slight rotation of the base around the glycosidic bond with a
concomitant increase of the Me···C8 distance to approximately
3.4 Å in the refined model (Figure 8C). The computational
model thus makes clear why the 2′-F/Me nucleotide at
position 6 does not impair RNAi activity. The 2′-F/Me
nucleotide incorporated at position 7 also resulted in a
somewhat tight spacing between the 2′-methyl group and C6
of the base of the 3′-adjacent nucleotide (Figure 8D). In the
refined model, the distance is 3.5 Å as the two bases are slightly
pushed apart. However, a close contact between the 2′-methyl
and the 4′-oxygen of position 8 remains (2.8 Å). This clash is
not seen between the corresponding atoms of positions 6 and 7
due to the kink between these residues (Figure 8C). An
interesting consequence of the modification at position 7 is a
potentially favorable contact (3.6 Å) between the 2′-methyl
moiety and the methyl group of the side chain of Met-364 of
Ago2 (Figure 8D).
To model the interactions of (E)-VP and (Z)-VP 2′-F/Me

uridines at position 1 of the antisense strand, we started from
the crystal structure of human Ago2 in complex with miR-
20a.24 In this structure, the (E)-VP has an unusual C2′-endo
(South) sugar pucker with a pseudoaxial 2′-β-C-Me substituent
(Figure 9A). In the crystal structure with 5′-phosphorylated
miRNA, the P-O5′-C5′-C4′ torsion angle is nearly anti-
periplanar (ap) and the (E)-VP moiety is therefore
accommodated with virtually no change in the orientation of
the phosphate relative to the parent structure. The (Z)-VP
model features an O4′-endo (East) sugar pucker, and neither
the 2′-F nor the 2′-Me substituent is in a pseudoaxial
orientation (Figure 9B). The phosphate engages in a salt
bridge with Lys-566 and forms hydrogen bonds to Tyr-529
and Gln-545, and an overlay of the (E)-VP and (Z)-VP models
shows that the phosphates are only 1.85 Å apart (Figure 9C).
The (Z)-VP phosphate does not reach quite as deep into the
binding pocket as does the phosphate of the (E)-VP moiety;
however, the (Z)-VP phosphate is able to establish favorable
electrostatic interactions. A further slight change between the
(E)-VP and (Z)-VP models concerns the orientation of the
uracil base vis-a-̀vis the Tyr-529 side chain: In the (Z)-VP
model, the base is partially unstacked with a vertical shift of
approximately 1 Å relative to the (E)-VP uracil ring (Figure
9C). Overall, the model of the (Z)-VP 2′-F/Me uridine-
modified strand is consistent with the observed in vivo potency
of this modification (Figure 6), which is in contrast with the
poor activity of the Z isomer of VP in the context of 2′-OMe or
2′-F chemistries.41−47
The molecular reasons for protection against the attack by

exonucleases afforded by the 2′-F/Me modification (Figures 2
and 3) were assessed using models of complexes based on the
crystal structures of Drosophila melanogaster 5′-3′ exoribonu-
clease Xrn1 bound to a 5′-phosphorylated trinucleotide P-
d(TTT) (PDB ID 2Y35)73 and Escherichia coli DNA
polymerase I Klenow fragment 3′−5′-exonuclease bound to a
DNA tetramer with a single Sp-PS moiety 3′-d(TPSTTT)-5′

(PDB ID 1KSP).74 In both cases, terminal and penultimate dT
were replaced by 2′-F/Me-U. The sugar puckers in the parent
crystal structures were not altered: Sugars adopt a C2′-endo
conformation at the Xrn1 active site (Figure 10A) and a C3′-

endo conformation at the active site of DNA polymerase I
Klenow exonuclease (Figure 10B). In the active site of Xrn1,
the methyl group of the 5′-terminal 2′-F/Me-U sits quite close
to the 5′ phosphate and the first bridging phosphate (4.2 and
4.4 Å, respectively, below the sum of the van der Waals radii,
4.8 Å). The methyl group of the 3′-terminal 2′-F/Me-U at the
active site of Klenow 3′-exonuclease points into a tight space
limited by two Phe residues that form the floor of the active
site (the closest distance is 3.2 Å; below the sum of the van der
Waals radii, 3.5 Å). These analyses help rationalize the better
protection of the 2′-F/Me modification relative to 2′-F alone.

Figure 10. Origins of the improved resistance to exonuclease
degradation by 2′-F/Me-modified oligonucleotides. (A) Model of
oligo(dT) (yellow carbons) with two 5′-terminal 2′-F/Me-U residues
(cyan carbons) bound to the active site of D. melanogaster Xrn1 5′-
exoribonuclease. (B) Model of oligo(dT) (yellow carbons) with two
3′-terminal 2′-F/Me-U residues (cyan carbons) bound to the active
site of E. coli DNA polymerase I Klenow fragment 3′-exonuclease.
Distances between the 2′-Me carbon and phosphorus atoms are
indicated with orange arrows. Distances between the 2′-Me carbon
and selected protein and DNA atoms are indicated with black arrows.
2′-F (light green), 2′-Me carbon (yellow), phosphorus (orange),
nonbridging phosphate oxygens (red), and metal ions (green) are
highlighted in ball-and-stick mode. Salt bridges and hydrogen bonds
are drawn with thin solid lines, metal ion coordination spheres are
drawn with dashed lines, and selected Xrna1 and Klenow fragment
side chains are labeled. All water molecules except those coordinated
to catalytic metal ions were omitted.
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Structural Rationalization for Poor Incorporation of
2′F/Me Nucleotides by Mitochondrial Polymerase
Gamma. Native NTPs (rCTP, rUTP, dCTP, and dTTP)
are efficiently incorporated by the mitochondrial DNA and
RNA polymerases POLG and POLRMT, respectively.40,75

Although 2′-F monomers are incorporated at high concen-
trations by POLRMT, the 2′-F/Me-modified nucleotide
analogues are not substrates for either mitochondrial polymer-
ase.15−17 The inability of POLG to incorporate 2′-F/Me-
modified residues can be readily explained by an unfavorable
interaction between the 2′-Me moiety and the “gatekeeper”
residue Tyr-951 at the active site. When a 2′-F/Me CMP from
a refined duplex structure (C3′-endo pucker) is superimposed
on the incoming dCTP in the crystal structure of the ternary
POLG complex76 (PDB ID 4ZTZ), the gem-hetero-substituted
methyl group points directly into the ring of that tyrosine
thereby creating a clash (Figure 11).

■ CONCLUSIONS
Sofosbuvir is a 2′-F/Me ribonucleotide prodrug that has
proven to be of immense value in the treatment of HCV
infection. Its 5′-phosphorylated form effectively inhibits the
viral RNA polymerase, and it has an excellent safety profile.
Inspired by the pharmacology of this drug, we evaluated this
core 2′-gem-hetero-substituted C3′-endo nucleoside backbone
in oligonucleotide-based RNAi therapeutics. We demonstrated
a facile synthesis of 2′-F/Me phosphoramidites and the
corresponding uridine (E)-VP and (Z)-VP phosphoramidites.
Contrary to the expectation that the C3′-endo sugar pucker of
the 2′-F/Me ribonucleotide would stabilize complementary
RNA binding, 2′-F/Me modifications were thermally destabi-
lizing in both RNA:RNA and RNA:DNA duplexes and
appeared to perturb the duplex geometry on the 3′ side of
the modification. We speculate that this perturbation results in

the enhanced stabilization toward 5′- and 3′-exonuclease-
mediated degradation provided by terminal 2′-F/Me mod-
ification. Steric conflicts due to the 2′-β-C-methyl group likely
account for the destabilization of interactions with comple-
mentary oligonucleotides and protection against degradation
by nucleases.
Analyses of siRNAs modified with 2′-F/Me revealed the

positional dependence of RNAi activity in both cell culture and
mice. When siRNAs were modified with several 2′-F/Me
residues or when only position 2 of the antisense strand was
modified, potency was considerably lower than that of parent
siRNAs when delivered into cells as either an LNP formulation
or a GalNAc conjugate. The loss of activity due to substitution
at position 2 is not surprising as only 2′-H, 2′-OH, and 2′-F are
tolerated at this position; even 2′-OMe impairs silencing.21
Substitution with 2′-F/Me caused a kink in the antisense
strand as shown by molecular modeling, so we speculate that
multiple 2′-F/Me substitutions weaken interactions with Ago2
and result in less stable duplex formation with target mRNA,
explaining the loss of potency due to multiple substitutions.
Interestingly, the 2′-F/Me modification was well tolerated at
position 1 of the antisense strand in conjunction with either
the (E)-5′-VP or the (Z)-VP isomer. This was interesting
because (E)-VP is tolerated but (Z)-VP is not when position 1
of the antisense strand is a natural ribonucleotide, a 2′-F, or a
2′-OMe-modified residue. When position 1 of the antisense
strand is 2′-F/Me, the (Z)-VP phosphate appears to establish
favorable electrostatic interactions due to the distortion
provided by the 2′-β-C-methyl group.
The 2′-F/Me modification in the seed region, at position 6

or 7, was well tolerated in two of the three tested siRNAs.
Importantly, in cell-based assays, 2′-F/Me nucleotides at these
positions mitigated off-target effects in a manner similar to
other thermodynamically destabilizing modifications like

Figure 11. Origin of the inability of POLG to incorporate a 2′-F/Me-modified nucleotide. The active site in the crystal structure of a ternary
POLG•DNA•dCTP Mg2+ complex (PDB ID 4ZTZ) is shown. The view is into the minor groove of the duplex formed by the DNA template
(pink carbon atoms) and primer (cyan carbon atoms) strands. The 2′-F/Me CMP (purple carbon atoms) is superimposed on the incoming dCTP
(gold carbon atoms). Two Mg2+ ions are visible in the background as gray spheres. The distance of 2.78 Å between the 2′-F/Me methyl carbon
(highlighted in yellow) and the center of mass of the Tyr-951 ring (black dot) is consistent with a short contact (the sum of the van der Waals radii
for the methyl group, 2 Å, and phenyl carbons, 1.5 Å, is 3.5 Å). Selected distances are shown with thin solid lines.
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GNA.48 A 2′-F/Me nucleotide may mitigate off-target effects
both by conformational preorganization of the antisense strand
and by thermodynamic destabilization of the duplex between
the antisense strand of the siRNA and target mRNA. The
preorganization is driven by the methyl group, which forces the
strand to kink, thus facilitating the loading of the guide strand
into Ago2. Further, the kink between positions 6 and 7, as seen
in the crystal structure of the Ago2 complex,60 provides
generous space for the accommodation of a 2′-F/Me-modified
nucleotide at position 6 or 7. The thermodynamic destabiliza-
tion due to 2′-F/Me nucleotides is expected to result in
reduced incorporation of mRNAs with mismatches opposite
the guide strand. Even in the crystal structure of Ago2 with a
duplex bound (PDB ID 4W5T),77 a considerable roll-bend of
approximately 20 degrees between guide strand nucleobases at
positions 6 and 7 persists. That the degree of kinking is
reduced in the case of the Ago2 complex with the duplex of the
antisense strand and mRNA target compared to the complex
with the miR-20a single strand does not come as a surprise.
The enzyme must be able to sculpt the RNA single strand
relative to the more rigid duplex, where it has to pry open
stacked base pairs to induce the kink. The steric challenges
posed by a 2′-F/Me nucleotide are accommodated in either
complex, irrespective of the degree of kinking compared to a
standard duplex. We hypothesize that conformational pre-
organization of the antisense strand and thermal destabilization
of the duplex between the antisense strand and target mRNA
contribute to the reduction in off-target effects seen with both
(S)-GNA48 and 2′-F/Me modifications; however, the under-
lying mechanism of preorganization is likely different for GNA
and 2′-F/Me nucleotides. GNA has a shorter backbone
compared to DNA and RNA, which results in tighter
intrastrand phosphate-phosphate distances at sites of mod-
ifications (ca. 5.5 Å). This is exactly the distance between
phosphates seen at the site of the kink in miR-20a bound to
Ago2. In the case of the 2′-F/Me modification, the tendency to
alter the trajectory of the strand occurs at the level of the
nucleobase in that the methyl group pushes away the adjacent
base, thereby inducing a roll-bend at that site.
An attractive feature of 2′-F/Me nucleotides is that they are

poor substrates for mitochondrial polymerases;78 thus, 2′-F/
Me nucleotides may improve site-specific potency, duration,
and safety of siRNAs. Whereas the 2′-F ribonucleoside does
not interfere with Ago2 binding or subsequent slicer activity
when incorporated at any positions of an siRNA,79 the present
study clearly demonstrated that tolerance for the 2′-F/Me
nucleoside in an siRNA is position-dependent. Encouraged by
our results, we plan to evaluate this modification systematically
at each position of siRNAs targeting various mRNAs. The
syntheses of purine 2′-F/Me nucleosides have been previously
described,80−82 but evaluation of these modifications in the
context of siRNA will necessitate the synthesis of phosphor-
amidites and solid supports, which is ongoing. Finally, 2′-F/Me
nucleotides in siRNAs that target viral transcripts or transcripts
involved in host pathways dysregulated during viral infection
may have a dual mechanism as monomer metabolites could act
as inhibitors of viral polymerases as well as mediators of RNAi.
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